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Abstra t
Software produ t lines (SPL) and agile methods share the ommon goal of rapidly
developing high quality software. Although they follow dierent approa hes to a hieve
it, some synergies an be found between them by i ) applying agile te hniques to SPL
a tivities so SPL development be omes more agile; and ii ) tailoring agile methodologies to support the development of SPL. Both options require an intensive use
of feature models, whi h are usually strongly ae ted by hanges on requirements.
Changing larges ale feature models as a onsequen e of hanges on requirements is
a wellknown errorprone a tivity. Sin e one of the obje tives of agile methods is a
rapid response to hanges in requirements, it is essential an automated error analysis support in order to make SPL development more agile and to produ e errorfree
feature models.
As a ontribution to nd the intended synergies, this arti le sets the basis to provide an automated support to feature model error analysis by means of a framework
whi h is organized in three levels: a feature model level, where the problem of error
treatment is des ribed; a diagnosis level, where an abstra t solution that relies on
Reiter's theory of diagnosis is proposed; and an implementation level, where the
abstra t solution is implemented by using onstraint satisfa tion problems (CSP).
To show an appli ation of our proposal, a real ase study is presented where the
FeatureDriven Development (FDD) methodology is adapted to develop an SPL.
Current proposals on error analysis are also studied and a omparison among them
and our proposal is provided. Lastly, the support of new kinds of errors and dierent
implementation levels for the proposed framework are proposed as the fo us of our
future work.
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Introdu tion and Motivation

The so alled agile methods have arisen to fa e up to the problems that traditional, heavyweight software development methodologies have not satisfa torily solved yet. Agile methods pursue some main goals whi h are des ribed
in the Agile Manifesto (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001), where a number of key
hanges to traditional software development are proposed. For example: fo using the eorts during development in the intera tion with ustomers through
working software; ollaborating with ustomers during development instead of
negotiating ontra ts at the beginning of development; adapting software to
hanging requirements, et . In other words, the aim of agile methods is produ ing highquality software produ ts in less time and ost than using traditional software development methodologies by redu ing unne essary tasks
and in reasing produ tivity.
On the other hand, the software produ t line (SPL) approa h intend to develop
a set or family of software produ ts within a on rete appli ation domain.
In a SPL, software produ ts are developed from a set of shared, ommon
assets the ore assets  and a set of produ tspe i assets. The oreassets
development pro ess is known as domain engineering whereas the produ t
spe i assets development pro ess is known as appli ation engineering (Pohl
et al., 2005).
Although both approa hes are very dierent from ea h other, they share the
aim of redu ing development time and ost while quality is not ompromised,
even in reased. Our experien e applying both approa hes separately has made
us think that is possible to nd some synergies by sharing some pra ti es and
te hniques so that SPL development be omes more agile and agile methods
an adopt an SPLlike orientation.
Considering the agilization of SPL development, this arti le is fo used on proesses related to the so alled feature models, whi h are used to des ribe the
produ ts in an SPL and are intensively used in SPL development (see Se tion
2.1). For example, Czarne ki et al. (2005) and So hos et al. (2004) propose inferring the ore ar hite ture from feature models; Batory et al. (2004) propose
using featureoriented programming (FOP) to implement an SPL de omposing the ar hite ture into features and automati ally deriving produ ts from
a sele tion of their features; Benavides et al. (2005) use feature models to
support de ision making during produ tion.
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As many pro esses in SPL development use feature models, applying some
agile prin iples to frequent operations on feature models an make SPL development more agile, espe ially during the domain engineering pro ess in whi h
larges ale feature models must be developed. As Kang et al. (1990) stated
in the FeatureOriented Domain Analysis (FODA) report, an important task
when using larges ale feature models e iently is he king that they ontain no errors after the introdu tion of hanges, something that annot be
performed manually. Despite of the need of automati support for error analysis in feature models, there is a la k of proposals that fo us on produ ing
errorfree feature models (see Se tion 7). Taking all this into onsideration,
providing automated support for feature model error analysis an be onsidered as needed step toward the agilization of SPL development.
The other synergisti approa hed taken into onsideration is tailoring an agile methodology to introdu e SPL orientation. For that purpose, the agile
methodology that ts better with the prin iples of SPL has been hosen.
Williams (2004) ompares 4 agile methodologies (XP, FDD, SCRUM and
Crystal) and on ludes that FDD is the agile methodology that has the most
thorough analysis and design pra ti es. FDD de omposes the ustomer requirements in terms of features to obtain a list of features. An iterative and
in remental pro ess is dened to develop one or more features from the features list and onstantly deliver the software to the ustomer in twoweeks
iterations. After ea h iteration and depending on the ustomer's feedba k, the
list of features is reviewed. The proposed SPL orientation of FDD is based on
three ommon points:

• SPL and FDD de omposes the software in terms of features.
• The list of features and feature models are evolutionary as they are onstantly reviewed.
• FDD invest an important eort in analysis and design and agility is introdu ed in the twoweeks iterations.
Introdu ing feature models in FDD to support SPL prin iples also implies that
whenever a feature model hanges in an iteration, it must be he ked to be
errorfree. As mentioned before, this is an errorprone a tivity espe ially when
dealing with larges ale SPLs. Therefore, an automated support for feature
modeling is also needed to adapt FDD to SPL prin iples.
In on lusion, a rst step in ombining SPL and agile methods, independently
from the alternative hosen, implies the need of an automated te hnique supporting the produ tion of errorfree feature models.
Despite of the demand of the FODA report for an automated support to
produ e errorfree feature models and years after it was published, this demand still remains and has only been partially dealt with. Previous works su h
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Figure 1. Feature model error treatment framework

as (Mannion, 2002; von der Massen and Li hter, 2004; Czarne ki and Kim,
2005; Raatikainen et al., 2005) have partially dealt with dete ting errors in
feature models. Apart from Batory (2005), few of them have fo used on the
importan e of produ ing errorfree feature models, in luding the possibility
of providing explanations to the modeler so that errors an be dete ted and
removed in an agile way. The work presented in this arti le ontributes to
automating the error treatment in feature models by modeling the problems
of dete ting and explaining errors and providing operational solutions to both
of them. In this way, we think feature modeling an be agilized, a step towards
SPL agilizing.
This arti le proposes automating error treatment of feature models using a
threelevel framework, whi h is depi ted in Figure 1. The feature model level,
whi h des ribes the problem of dete ting and explaining errors in feature models, is presented in Se tion 3. In Se tion 4, the diagnosis level, whi h maps
feature models onto diagnosis models using theory of diagnosis to formally
des ribe the problem of dete ting and explaining errors, is des ribed. In Se tion 5, the implementation level, whi h implements the diagnosis level using
onstraint satisfa tion problems, a des riptive te hnique that an be solved
using otheshelf solvers, is des ribed. Additionally, Se tion 2 presents some
preliminaries where feature models are briey des ribed and some basi onepts of theory of diagnosis and onstraint satisfa tion optimization problem
are introdu ed. In Se tion 6 we validate our proposal by applying it to a real
ase study. Se tion 7 summarizes the related work on automated treatment
of errors in feature models. Finally, Se tion 8 shows some on lusions and the
paths to follow in our future work in error analysis and agile software produ t
line.
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2

Preliminaries

2.1 Feature Models
As briey ommented in Se tion 1, feature models are a widely used notation
to des ribe the set of produ ts in a software produ t line in terms of features.
In feature models, features are hierar hi ally linked in a treelike stru ture
and are optionally onne ted by rosstree onstraints. An example on how
feature models are depi ted is shown in Figure 2, where the feature model
des ribes a Home Integration System (HIS) produ t line.
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Figure 2. Home Integration System (HIS) feature model diagram

Although there are many proposals on the type of relationships and their
graphi al representation in feature models (see the work by S hobbens et al.
(2007) for a detailed survey), the most usual relationships are the following:

Mandatory A hild feature is mandatory when it is required to appear when-

ever its parent feature appears. In the example, R10 is a mandatory relationship between ontrol (the parent feature) and temperature (the hild
feature), i.e. whenever a temperature ontrol is present in a produ t, there
must be a ontrol system in that produ t.
Optional A hild feature is said to be optional when it an appear or not
whenever its parent feature appears. In the example, R9 is an optional relationship between ontrol and applian es ontrol, i.e. the applian es ontrol feature an be optionally hosen whenever there is a ontrol system in
a produ t.
Orrelationship A set of hild features have an orrelationship with their
parent feature when one or more hild features an be sele ted when the
parent feature appears. Relationship R11 in Figure 2 is an orrelationship
where whenever servi es is sele ted, video on demand or internet onne tion or both must be sele ted.
5

Alternative A set of hild features are said to be alternative when only one

of them must be sele ted when their parent feature appears. Relationship
R12 is an alternative relation in Figure 2, where adsl, pl or wifi internet
onne tions must be sele ted but only one of them in a single produ t.
Requires, Ex ludes A rosstree relationship like A requires B means that
in any produ t where feature A appears, feature B must also appear. On
the other hand, a relationship like A ex ludes B means that both features
annot appear in the same produ t at the same time. In the sample feature
model, pl annot appear in a produ t if light ontrol appears and vi e
versa.

2.2 Theory of Diagnosis
The wellknown theory of diagnosis proposed by Reiter (1987) has been widely
used to diagnose systemsespe ially ele troni ir uits, i.e. to determine
whi h system omponents, if any, make the system behave abnormally.
In Reiter's theory of diagnosis, a system is modeled as a pair (SD , COMPS )
where COMPS is the set of system omponents and the system des ription
(SD ) is a set of predi ates dening the behavioral and stru tural models of the
system. In the behavioral model, the normal behavior of system omponents
is des ribed as logi al impli ations of the negation of their abnormal behavior,
denoted as Ab ( ) where is a system omponent. Obviously, the negation of
an abnormal behavior is onsidered as a normal behavior.
As an example inspired by the one developed by de Kleer et al. (1990), let us
onsider the twoinverter ir uit in Figure 3. An inverter is an digital ele troni
omponent that inverts its input, i.e. it outputs 1 when its input is 0 and vi e
versa. As the reader an imagine, the normal behavior of the ir uit in Figure
3 is outputting its input sin e is a double inversion, i.e. in (I1 ) = out (I2 ).
Following Reiter's theory of diagnosis, the system omponents an be modeled
as COMPS = { I1 , I2 }, representing the two inverters. Assuming an inversion
fun tion inv : {0, 1} → {0, 1} su h that inv (0) = 1 and inv (1) = 0, the
behavioral and stru tural models, i.e. the system des ription SD , would be
the following:

I1
in(I1)

in(I1)

I2
in(I2)
out(I1)

out(I2)

out(I1)
in(I2) out(I2)

0

1

0

1

0

1

Figure 3. The twoinverters ir uit and its normal behavior
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SD = {¬Ab (I1 ) ⇒ out (I1 ) = inv (in (I1)),
¬Ab (I2 ) ⇒ out (I2 ) = inv (in (I2)),
out (I1 ) = in (I2 ) }

[behavioral model]
[behavioral model]
[stru tural model]

In Reiter's theory of diagnosis, in order to diagnose a system a set of observations OBS , expressed as predi ates, is needed. For example, a set of
observations for the twoinverter ir uit denoting an abnormal behavior
ould be { in (I1 ) = 0, out (I2 ) = 1 }. In this ontext, a Reiter's diagnosis of
(SD , COMPS , OBS ) is dened as a minimal set of omponents with abnormal behavior, denoted as ∆. In other words, ∆ ⊆ COMPS is a diagnosis of
(SD , COMPS , OBS ) if the following set of predi ates is onsistent and ∆ is
minimal:

SD ∪ OBS ∪ { Ab ( ) |

∈ ∆ } ∪ { ¬Ab ( ) |

∈ COMPS − ∆ } (1)

If the system behaves normally, then ∆ = ∅ and the following set of predi ates
is onsistent:

SD ∪ OBS ∪ { ¬Ab ( ) |

∈ COMPS }

(2)

Following with the twoinverters example and the former example observation,
to he k if the system behaves normally, i.e. if ∆ = ∅, the following set of
predi ates must be veried to be onsistent:

{ ¬Ab (I1 ) ⇒ out (I1 ) = inv (in (I1)),
¬Ab (I2 ) ⇒ out (I2 ) = inv (in (I2)),
out (I1 ) = in (I2 ),
in (I1 ) = 0, out (I2 ) = 1,
¬Ab (I1 ), ¬Ab (I2 ) }

[SD (behavioral model)]
[SD (behavioral model)]
[SD (stru tural model)]
[OBS]
[¬Ab( ) | ∈ COMPS]

In this ase, the previous set is not onsistent. That means that there are
omponents in ∆ that makes the system behave abnormally. A naive algorithm
to identify the omponents with abnormal behavior is to he k all elements in
the power set of omponents P COMPS against formula (1) and sele t those
whi h are minimal. In the example, P COMP = { ∅, {I1 }, {I2 }, {I1 , I2 } } and
two diagnoses, ∆1 = {I1 } and ∆2 = {I2 } make formula (1) onsistent and are
minimal. That means that only one of the inverters fails, but not the two of
them simultaneously.
There are many dierent te hniques to diagnose a system based on Reiter's
theory of diagnosis. In Se tion 5 we show how to use onstraint satisfa tion
problem solvers to diagnose feature models, applying the on epts des ribed
in this se tion.
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2.3 Constraint Satisfa tion Optimization Problems

A Constraint Satisfa tion Problem (CSP) is a de larative paradigm to model
and solve problems using onstraints (Tsang, 1995). A CSP is dened as a
3tuple (V , D , C ) where V is a set of variables, ea h ranging on a nite
domain from set D , and C is a set of onstraints restri ting the values that
the variables an take simultaneously. A solution to a CSP is an assignment to
ea h variable of a value from its orresponding domain so that all onstraints
are satised simultaneously. In the ommon usage of CSPs, we may sear h
for: i ) just one solution, with no preferen e, ii ) all solutions, iii ) an optimal
solution by means of an obje tive fun tion dened in terms of one or more
variables of the problem.

Consider for instan e, the CSP: ({a , b }, { {0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 2} }, {a + b < 4})
where both variables a and b take value in the domain {0, 1, 2} and are onstrained by {a + b < 4}. The only value assignment that does not satisfy
a + b < 4 is {a 7→ 2, b 7→ 2}, so there are eight solutions. Nevertheless, if we
repla e the onstraint with a + b < 0 then the CSP is not satisable, i.e. there
is no possible value assignment satisfying the onstraints.

In many reallife appli ations, we do not want to nd any solution to a
CSP but a good one. The quality of a solution is usually measured by an
appli ationdependent fun tion alled obje tive fun tion. In these ases, the
goal is nding a solution that satises all the onstraints and minimize or
maximize the obje tive fun tion. Su h problems are referred to as Constraint
Satisfa tion Optimization Problems, that onsist of a CSP (V , D , C ) and an
optimization fun tion O that maps every solution to a numeri al value.

In the previous example, suppose that we dene a onstraint satisfa tion optimization problem where the optimization fun tion is O (s ) = a , whi h maximizes the value of a . There are two solutions in the original CSP, { {a 7→
2, b 7→ 0}, {a 7→ 2, b 7→ 1} }, that maximizes the value of the obje tive fun tion and are therefore the solutions of the onstraint satisfa tion optimization
problem.

There is an important amount of resear h on algorithms and heuristi s to solve
onstraint satisfa tion (optimization) problems, and the set of operational
alternatives is growing, in luding both ommer ial and free solvers.
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3

Feature Model Level: Dealing with Errors in Feature Models

A feature model is omposed by features and relationships among them. A
feature model des ribes the produ ts in a SPL, onsidering produ ts as sets of
sele ted features. Relationships are added to redu e the set of produ ts until
the SPL is properly des ribed.
Sometimes, introdu ing new relationships in a feature model may a identally
remove some produ ts so the feature model does not des ribe the real SPL. On
the other hand, the feature model may not be orre tly onstrained so some
produ ts that are not in the SPL are still kept in the feature model. Therefore,
feature modeling is an errorprone task where representing the orre t SPL
in terms of features and relationships is not as easy as it seems.
We onsider that an error is an in orre t denition of relationships that suggests that the set of produ ts des ribed by a feature model may not mat h the
SPL it des ribes. Although this denition ould over many kinds of errors, in
this arti le we fo us on three kinds that have already been onsidered in the
bibliography:

Dead features A dead feature is a noninstantiable feature, i.e. a feature

that despite of being dened in a feature model, it appears in no produ t in
the software produ t line. Common ases where dead features are generated
are shown in Figure 4.
Fullmandatory features A hild feature in a non-mandatory relationship
is a fullmandatory feature if it has to be instantiated whenever its parent feature is, i.e. it is neither an optional nor an alternative feature. The
most ommon ases are shown in Figure 5. Fullmandatory features usually
appear together with dead features, as an be observed for some ases in
Figures 4 and 5.
Void feature models A feature model is void if it denes no produ t at all.
D

D

D

D
(a)

D

D

D

D

D

D

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 4. Common ases of dead features
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(a)

D

F

F
(b)

(c)

F
(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Common ases of full-mandatory features
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This error is ommonly aused by ontradi tory relationships among mandatory features. Void feature models are also known as in onsistent, invalid or
unsatisable feature models (Batory et al., 2006) although this expression
is losely related to the method used to dete t them in the literature. As
a void feature model denes no produ t, no feature is instantiable. That
means that every feature is dead in luding the root. So we an on lude
that a void feature model is the one whose root is a dead feature.
Some authors (see Se tion 7) have dete ted that the main omplexity of produ ing errorfree feature models relies on modifying the right relationships
to remove the errors. If no explanation of the sour e of errors is provided,
the produ tion of errorfree feature models relies on the skills of the feature
modeler. Our obje tive is assisting the feature modeler in making de isions
to produ e errorfree feature models. We propose the following two steps to
provide the feature modeler not only the list of errors within a feature model
but also the explanations for the relationships that ause the errors, as shown
in Figure 6:
(1) Dete tion: This step fo uses on dete ting the features that are ae ted
by the errors from a given feature model that is re eived as an input.
This step sear hes for dead and full-mandatory features (a void feature
model is a parti ular ase of dead feature) and outputs a list of them.
(2) Explanation: For ea h feature in the list provided by the previous step,
all the explanations that are the origin of the errors are provided. An
explanation onsists of one or more relationships that must be modied
to remove an error. For ea h error, many explanations an be given.
Using ase (d) in Figure 4 as an example, the ex ludes relationship is
an explanation for the dead feature be ause it an be removed to solve
the error. The mandatory relationship an also be transformed into an
optional relationship to solve the error, so this relationship is another
explanation for the dead feature.
Following this pro ess, the feature modeler an use the explanations provided
to orre t the errors and produ ing an errorfree feature model. This arti le
des ribes an automated support for the dete tion and explanation of errors in
feature models as a ontribution toward agile feature modeling.
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4

Diagnosis Level: Diagnosing and Explaining Errors

The goal of the diagnosis level, as depi ted in Figure 1, is transforming a
feature model into a diagnosis model in order to dete t errors and provide
their orresponding explanations. This transformation an be des ribed using
a ir uitlike representation of feature models, where ea h relationship orresponds to a omponent. Every omponent or relationship has one binary
input per feature and one binary output (see Figure 7). Ea h input represents
the presen e (1) or absen e (0) of a feature whereas ea h output represents
whether a relationship is satised (1) or not (0). A produ t, represented by
its sele ted features, is an instan e of the feature model if all relationships are
satised, i.e. if all outputs are equal to 1.
Figure 7 shows the ir uitlike representation of the HIS feature model in
Figure 2. For example, the omponent representing the relationship R5 has
two inputs, supervision and fire, representing the orresponding features.
If both features are present or absent at the same time in a produ t, the
HIS
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Figure 7. Cir uitlike representation of the HIS feature model
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R5 omponent outputs 1; otherwise it outputs 0, whi h orresponds to the
semanti s of mandatory relationships (see Se tion 2.1).

4.1 Transforming a Feature Model into a Diagnosis Model
As des ribed in se tion 2.2, COMPS , SD and OBS sets must be dened to
represent a feature model as a diagnosis model. In our ir uitlike representation of feature models, the relationships are onsidered as the omponents of
the ir uit to be diagnosed. In other words, COMPS = { R1 , . . . , Rn } where
Ri represents the Ri relationship in the feature model.
To dene the SD set, some notation must be previously adopted. All Ri omponents, ex ept those representing a root relationship, have one parent input and
one or more hild inputs (see legend in Figure 7). The expression parent (Ri )
denotes the parent input of the Ri omponent and hild (Ri ) denotes its hild
input. Whenever a omponent has a variable number of hildren (or and alternative relationships), the expression hildj (Ri ) denotes the j th hild input of
omponent Ri , with 1 ≤ j ≤ m . For all type of omponents, out (Ri ) denotes
their output.
On e the notation is dened, the behavioral model of the diagnosis system
an be spe ied as shown in Figure 8. For the sake of simpli ity, all denitions
have the form ¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( behaviour1 (Ri ) ) ), where
behaviour1 (Ri ) is a predi ate relating the inputs of the Ri omponent that must

Type of Ri Behavior
Root

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( hild (Ri ) = 1 ) )

Mandatory

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( hild (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ parent (Ri ) = 1 ) )

Optional

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( hild (Ri ) = 1 ⇒ parent (Ri ) = 1 ) )

Alternative

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ (
( parent (Ri ) = 1 ∧
( parent (Ri ) = 0 ∧

Or

Pm

j =1

hildj (Ri )

=1) ∨

j =1

hildj (Ri )

=0)))

j =1

hildj (Ri )

≥1) ∨

j =1

hildj (Ri )

=0)))

Pm

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ (
( parent (Ri ) = 1 ∧
( parent (Ri ) = 0 ∧

Pm
Pm

Requires

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent (Ri ) = 1 ⇒ hild (Ri ) = 1 ) )

Ex ludes

¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent (Ri ) = 1 ⇒ hild (Ri ) = 0 ) )

Figure 8. Mapping a feature model onto a diagnosis behavioral model
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hold when its output is 1. There is no need to in lude omponent behaviour
when their output is 0 in SD be ause, sin e all possible input and output
values are { 0, 1 }, it an be dedu ed that ¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ ( out (Ri ) = 0 ⇔
( ¬behaviour1 (Ri ) ) ).
To omplete the denition of SD , the stru tural model that des ribes how
feature signals and omponent inputs bind must be dened. As an example,
the stru tural model orresponding to the ir uit in Figure 7 is shown in Figure
9.
hild (R1 )

= HIS

parent (R2 )
hild (R2 )

= HIS

= supervision

parent (R5 )
hild (R6 )

[stru tural model℄

= supervision

= fire

···
¬Ab (R1 ) ⇒ ( out (R1 ) = 1 ⇔ ( hild (R1 ) = 1 ) )

[behavioral model℄

¬Ab (R2 ) ⇒ ( out (R2 ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent (R2 ) = 1 ⇔ hild (R2 ) = 1 ) )
¬Ab (R3 ) ⇒ ( out (R3 ) = 1 ⇔ ( parent (R3 ) = 1 ⇔ hild (R3 ) = 1 ) )
···
Figure 9. Diagnosis system des ription orresponding to Figure 7

4.2 Diagnosing a Feature Model
The third element in a diagnosis model is the set of observations. Diagnosing
a system relies on onsisten y he king, i.e. dete ting ontradi tions between
the system des ription and a given set of observations assuming that all omponents are behaving normally. In the ase of diagnosing feature models, we
assume that all relationships are satised, i.e. ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, and for ing
one or more features to be present or absent, as des ribed in the following
se tions.

4.2.1 Diagnosing Dead Features
A dead feature is a feature that does not appear in any produ t. In other words,
if ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, that feature annot be present in any input. By translating
this on ept into a diagnosis model, we an arm that if the following set of
13

predi ates is not onsistent, then fdead is a dead feature:

SD ∪ { ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, fdead = 1 } ∪ { ¬Ab (Ri ) | Ri ∈ COMPS }
Applying the theory of diagnosis we may determine all possible diagnoses
{∆1 , · · · , ∆k } that make fdead be a dead feature. Ea h ∆i is a subset of omponents, i.e. relationships in the feature model, that makes the following set
of predi ates onsistent:

SD ∪ { ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, fdead = 1 }
∪ { Ab (Ri ) | Ri ∈ ∆i }
∪ { ¬Ab (Ri ) | Ri ∈ COMPS − ∆i }
In the HIS sample feature model, the pl feature is a dead feature be ause
the observation OBS = {∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, pl = 1} is not onsistent with
the system des ription assuming all omponents are behaving normally. The
reason is that the pl feature is in ompatible with the light ontrol feature,
whi h is a mandatory one. This situation is ree ted in the set of diagnoses
for that observation, ∆1 = {R3 }, ∆2 = {R8 } and ∆3 = {R13 }, whi h indi ates
that relationships R3, R8 and R13 are responsible of making pl a dead feature.
If R3 or R8 were turned into optional relationships or R13 were turned into a
requires relationship or removed, pl would be ome a live feature.

4.2.2 Diagnosing FullMandatory Features
A fullmandatory feature is a feature that must be present in a produ t whenever its parent feature is, despite of being a hild feature in a nonmandatory
relationship, i.e. optional, orrelationship or alternative. Following a similar
rationale than for diagnosing dead features, it means that if Ri is a non
mandatory relationship, there annot be any produ t in whi h parent (Ri ) = 1
and hildj (Ri ) = 0, being hildj (Ri ) the hild input of Ri bound to the feature
to be he ked as fullmandatory. In diagnosis terms, if the following set of
predi ates is not onsistent:

SD ∪ { ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, parent (Ri ) = 1, hildj (Ri ) = 0 }
∪ { ¬Ab (Ri ) | Ri ∈ COMPS }
then the feature bound to hildj (Ri ) is a fullmandatory feature. The explanations for this kind of error follow the same reasoning as for dead features,
i.e. determining the ∆i diagnoses.
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4.2.3 Diagnosing Void Feature Models
A feature model is void if there not exist any produ t satisfying all its relationships, i.e. if it does not des ribe any produ t at all. This situation happens
when the root feature is itself a dead feature, so it an be diagnosed following the dead features diagnosis rationale, i.e. if OBS = {∀ni=1 out (Ri ) =
1, hild (Rroot ) = 1} makes the system not onsistent, the orresponding model
is a void feature model.
For the rest of the arti le, void feature models will be onsidered as a parti ular
ase of dead features and no spe ial treatment will be des ribed.

5

Implementation Level: Modeling Diagnosis Problem as a CSP

One of the main advantages of dening error dete tion and explanation in
terms of theory of diagnosis is having the problem des ribed in an implementationindependent way. In this work, we propose an implementation based on
onstraint programming, however any other implementation ould be proposed
relying on the previous diagnosis level.
Our proposal is inspired by two main sour es: on the one hand, Benavides
et al. (2005) proposed a dire t mapping from a feature model onto a CSP
to extra t information about them; on the other hand, Fattah and De hter
(1995) proposed a general transformation from diagnosis problems into CSPs.

5.1 Transforming a Diagnosis Model into a CSP
The rst step to des ribe a CSP is determining the set of variables (V ) and
their domains (D ). In our ase, we distinguish two kinds of variables dened
over domain {0, 1}: feature variables, VF = {F1 , · · · , Fm }, orresponding to
the features variables in the stru tural model of the diagnosis system; and abnormality variables, VAb = {Ab1 , · · · , Abn }, orresponding to the abnormality
indi ators in the behavioral model of the diagnosis system.
Noti e that there are no variables orresponding to the outputs of the omponents representing the relationships in the feature models. Sin e out (Ri ) = 1
is a ondition present in all the observations required for diagnosing a feature
model, it an be assumed that it always holds and therefore simplify the behavioral model denitions from ¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ (out (Ri ) = 1 ⇔ behaviour (Ri ) )
into ¬Ab (Ri ) ⇒ behaviour (Ri ) and their orresponding onstraints in a similar manner (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Transforming diagnosis model in Figure 9 into a CSP

The se ond step is dening the onstraints of the CSP. For that purpose, a
straightforward transformation from the stru tural and behavioral model of
the diagnosis system into a set of onstraints is performed, as depi ted in
Figure 10 using Optimization Programming Language (OPL), a widely used
language to represent onstraint programming problems (Hentenry k, 1999).
Noti e that predi ates of the form ¬Ab (Ri ) are translated into a ondition on
the orresponding abnormality variable of the form Abi = 0 and that parent
and hild expressions are substituted by the orresponding feature variable in
the stru tural model of the diagnosis system.
As previously mentioned in Se tion 2.3, a solution to a CSP is an assignment
of domain values to the variables that makes all the onstraints hold. Taking
into a ount that a valid produ t must satisfy all the relationships in a feature
model, the derived CSP an be used to determine the set of valid produ ts
dened by a feature model if the values of abnormality variables are all set
to zero in the onstraints set, i.e. {Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb }. All the solutions to
the resulting CSP would be assignments to the feature variables Fi , i.e. valid
produ t ongurations in whi h the assignment Fi 7→ 1 means Fi is present
in a produ t onguration whereas Fi 7→ 0 means that Fi is absent.

5.2 Diagnosing a Feature Model
The key element for diagnosing a system is the set of observations. As previously des ribed in Se tion 4.2, in order to diagnose a feature model, all
relationships are assumed to be satised, ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, and one or more
features are for ed to be present or absent depending on the kind of error to
be diagnosed.
When the diagnosis system is transformed into a CSP, observations be ome
onditions of the form Fi = 0 or Fi = 1 that are added to the set of onstraints, and onsisten y he king be omes satisability he king. In the next
16

se tions the additional onstraints derived for ea h kind of error based on the
observations proposed in Se tion 4.2 are des ribed.

5.2.1 Dete ting Dead Features
As des ribed in Se tion 4.2.1, in order to diagnose if a feature fdead is a dead
feature in a feature model, the following set of predi ates must be he ked for
onsisten y:

SD ∪ { ∀ni=1 out (Ri ) = 1, fdead = 1 } ∪ { ¬Ab (Ri ) | Ri ∈ COMPS }
Transforming this into a CSP implies that the following onditions must be
added to the set of onstraints of the CSP derived from the diagnosis model:
{Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb } ∪ {Fdead = 1}. The onsisten y he king is then repla ed by a satisability he king, i.e. if the augmented CSP is not satisable,
fdead is a dead feature.

5.2.2 Dete ting Fullmandatory Features
In the ase of fullmandatory features, the transformation of the diagnosis
system into a CSP implies that the following set of onditions must be added
to the set of onstraints of the derived CSP: {Abj = 0 | Abj ∈ VAb } ∪ {Ffm =
0} ∪ {Fp = 0}, where Ffm is the fullmandatory feature and Fp it is its
parent feature. If the augmented CSP is not satisable, Ffm is a fullmandatory
feature.

5.3 Explaining errors
On e the errors have been dete ted, their auses must be determined, i.e. whi h
are the relationships generating the errors. In the diagnosis level, a diagnosis
is a minimal set of relationships that behave abnormally and that explains the
errors in the feature model. Transforming this into a CSP, a diagnosis ∆ is a
minimal set of abnormality variables ∆ ⊆ VAb su h that {Abk 7→ 1 | Abk ∈ ∆}
is in the set of solutions of the CSP. In other words, not all the solutions are
interesting but only those minimizing the number of failing relationships, i.e.
the number of abnormality variables taking value 1. As des ribed in Se tion
2.3, the CSP for determining ∆ sets is a CSOP in whi h the obje tive fun tion,
Pm
k =1 Abk , must be minimized.
The set of onstraints of a CSP for determining the ause of an error is the same
than for dete ting the error ex ept that abnormality variables are unbound.
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For the sample feature model in Figure 2, after dete ting that pl is a dead
feature, the CSOP for providing explanations would be the following:

(VF ∪ VAb , D , C ∪ {pl = 1}, min

m
X

k =1

Abk )

From all its solutions, and after dis arding feature variables and abnormality
variables taking value 0 they are not relevant for this purpose, three ∆
set are found: {Ab3 7→ 1}, {Ab8 7→ 1} and {Ab13 7→ 1}. Sin e ea h abnormality variable is asso iated with a relationship in the feature model, the three
explanations of why pl is a dead feature are ∆1 = {R3}, ∆2 = {R8} and
∆3 = {R13}.

6

Applying our Proposal to a Real Case

We have applied the implementation level des ribed in this paper during a
software produ t line development proje t. The proje t intends to build a set
of Enterprise Resour e Planning (ERP) produ ts in the ontext of SAUCE, an
environmental resour es management SPL. SAUCE omprises a set of produ ts to store and exploit the existing information about ora and fauna in
dierent rivers. The aim of the SPL is to produ e ustomized software that
helps to the management and onservation of these uvial e osystems.
As a rst result of domain engineering a tivities, a larges ale feature model
was obtained. We followed an approa h inspired by the FDD methodology
to develop and rene the ERP feature model in twoweek iterations. In ea h
iteration the feature model was reviewed a ording to hanges suggested by
domain and appli ation engineers using our FAMA tool des ribed by Benavides et al. (2007). FAMA is an E lipse plugin for feature model edition and
analysis. It has a multisolver analysis engine that performs operations su h
as produ ts ounting, produ ts ltering and ommonality analysis by means
of dierent CSP, BDD or SAT solvers. FAMA has been extended to support
the error analysis implementation des ribed in this arti le. This way, FAMA
assists the produ tion of errorfree feature models by dete ting and explaining
the emerging errors. Some aptures of the pro ess are shown in Figure 11. The
empiri al results obtained from FAMA in ea h iteration are presented in Figure 12. Ea h row orresponds to an iteration. Five iterations were performed
over the feature model and their data olle ted. The olumns are labeled as
follows:

• #F: number of features of the feature model.
• #R: number of relationships without onsidering rosstree relationships,
i.e. requires and ex ludes relationships.
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Figure 11. FAMA tool has supported the error dete tion and explanation in SAUCE
development

• #CTR: number of rosstree relationships.
• #FC: number of added plus removed features respe ting to the previous
iteration.
• #RC: number of hanges ae ting the existing relationships plus number
of added and removed relationships respe ting to the previous iteration.
• #CTRC: number of added plus removed rosstree relationships respe ting
to the previous iteration.
• #P: approximate number of produ ts represented by the feature model.
• #DF: number of dead features dete ted by our tool and orre ted by the
user.
• VFM: if the resulting feature model in luded an error to make it to be void.
• #FMF: total number of fullmandatory features dete ted by our tool and
orre ted by the user.
In ea h iteration, as a onsequen e of the hanges in the SPL requirements
and therefore in the feature model, new errors arose even when the previous
feature model was errorfree.
As a result of our experien e, a high number of rosstree relationships often
hinder the engineers to keep a re ord of the arising errors. Our tool has supported the evolution of the ERP feature model easing and guaranteeing the
produ tion of an errorfree feature model. Supporting a qui ker evolution of
19
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Figure 12. Evolution of the feature model of an ERP SPL
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Figure 13. ERP feature model

feature models redu es the time invested on this task, allowing the engineers
to on entrate in others. The feature model resulting from this pro ess is depi ted in Figure 13. Noti e that for the sake of simpli ity we have omitted
part of the features on the feature model and all the rosstree relationships.

7

Related Work

Although the automated error analysis in feature models was already identied as a fundamental task in the original FODA report by Kang et al. (1990),
few authors have dealt with it. As a matter of fa t, there has not been a seminal approa h to automati ally analyze errors in feature models as far as we
know.
Our interest in automating error dete tion and explanation arose from the
work of von der Massen and Li hter (2004), where the authors proposed a
ategorization of what they all de ien ies (referred to as errors in this arti le) in three levels of severity: redundan y, anomaly and in onsisten y. Redundan ies appear when relationships among features are modeled in multiple
ways so they an be removed and the set of produ ts represented by a feature
model remains the same. In some ases, redundan ies an be intentionally in20

trodu ed to emphasize a relationship. We have not dealt with them in this
arti le be ause they do not t in our on ept of error. Anomalies appear when
some produ ts are lost due to a mismodelling but the feature model still denes some produ ts. Anomalies generate dead and fullmandatory features.
Finally, in onsisten ies appear when the feature model ontains ontradi tory
relationships removing a set of produ ts (dead features) or making it impossible to derive produ ts (void feature models). Unfortunately, von der Massen
and Li hter's proposal la ks rigorous denitions and no automated analysis is
suggested.
Regarding the works dealing with automated error analysis, we distinguish
between those that only deal with error dete tion and those also oping with
errors explanation. In the rst group we mention the work of Mannion (2002);
Zhang et al. (2004); Czarne ki and Kim (2005).
Mannion uses rstorder logi to determine if a feature model is void or not,
but no other kind of error is dete ted. Zhang et al. suggest the use of an
automated tool support based on the SVM System (M Millan, 1992) to dete t
void feature models and dead features. Finally, Czarne ki and Kim propose
the dete tion of void feature models and dead features as a marginal result of
applying binary de ision diagrams to represent feature models.
In the se ond group where errors explanation is dealt with, Batory (2005);
Sun et al. (2005); Wang et al. (2005) work on automated error explanation
but they are only able to dete t whether a feature model is void or not and
whi h are the oni ting relationships.
Batory translates feature models into propositional formulas and uses SAT
solvers (solvers for propositional al ulus) and Logi Truth Maintenan e Systems (LTMS) algorithms. Sun et al. translates feature models into Alloy, a
simple stru tural modeling language based on rstorder logi (Ja kson, 2002).
Alloy uses a SAT solver to analyze the relationships that generate a void feature model. Finally, Wang et al. propose the translation of feature models into
an OWL DL ontology. OWL DL is a expressive yet de idable sublanguage of
OWL (Ontology Web Language). It is possible to use automated tools su h as
RACER, proposed by Haarslev and Moller (2001) and used in this ase to the
automati ally analyze feature models. A summary of the reviewed proposals
is presented in Figure 14.
Although not all the previous proposals allow the analysis of dead and full
mandatory features, this is not their main drawba k be ause it is ertainly
possible to extend them. In our opinion, the main disadvantage of these proposals is that they la k abstra tion. It is in the sense that they are useful when
feature models are analyzed using the orresponding formalisms and tools but
they are not extrapolatable to other ways of analyzing errors in feature mod21

Figure 14. Summary of proposals for the automated error analysis of feature models

els. By ontrast, in this paper, we have presented a more abstra t proposal,
be ause we use theory of diagnosis prin iples, a wellestablished resear h eld
with strong theoreti al foundations, as a more abstra t level of spe ifying the
analysis of errors in feature models.
Due to its level of abstra tion, our proposal allows extensions in both diagnosis
and implementation levels. Other errors an be added in the diagnosis level
and implemented in the implementation level that an also be dened using
other tools su h as Binary De ision Diagrams (BDD) or SAT solvers instead
of CSP solvers.
New kinds of error an appear when dealing with extended feature models
(Benavides et al. (2005); Batory (2005); Batory et al. (2006)) where feature
attributes are in luded in the model. Relationships among attributes an also
onstrain the model, produ ing dead features for example. Benavides et al.
(2005) proposed a dire t mapping from a feature model onto CSP that represents attributes. As we have proposed a general s hema that supports new
errors just by dening the observation that dete ts them in the diagnosis level,
and an implementation to deal with attributes already exists, we think that
we an extend our proposal to support errors analysis in extended feature
models. This is an important limitation of the other proposals.
22

8

Con lusions and Future work

We have dis ussed our vision on how SPL and agile methods an ome together, either by applying agile prin iples to SPL methodologies or by tailoring an existing agile methodology to support SPL development. Independently
from the hosen alternative, supporting automati error dete tion and explanation is an important ontribution that an be a rst step in bringing agile
prin iples and SPL together. As feature modeling is an errorprone task, an
a tivity that he ks the feature model is needed. Larges ale feature models
may ontain hundreds of features and represent thousands of produ ts as it
an be seen in our example ase. In these ases, an automated support for
error analysis is needed as doing it by hand is not feasible. Our proposal supports an automated feature model error analysis that is therefore, a rst step
in our roadmap to integrating agile and SPL te hniques.
Our proposal relies on theory of diagnosis to represent the problem of error
dete tion and explanation in general terms. The advantage of using this abstra t representation is twofold: many dierent implementations an be used
in the implementation layer and the diagnosis level an be extended with new
kinds of error just by dening the observations that dete ted them.
By relying on the extensibility of our proposal we have dete ted some future
extensions to our proposal. In programming languages, errors orre tion is
a mature topi . Explanations give the user su ient information to orre t
errors. We will study how to use explanations to assist the user with the
orre tion of errors.
As several implementations an be used to rene the diagnosis level, it is
important to ompare how ea h implementation performs to hoose the best
of them. Our future work will ompare the performan e of several SAT, CSP
and BDD solvers.
We have only fo used on errors analysis in basi feature models, but they an
be extended with attributes where new kinds of error an appear. Our future
work will extend our proposal to deal with extended feature models.
Regarding the integration of SPL and agile methods integration we would like
to thoroughly study both alternatives. Spe i ally, we plan to tailor all the
stages in FDD to fully support SPL based on feature models.
Although we have presented the most used notation of feature models, it is
important to noti e that there are other notations with dierent semanti s as
des ribed by S hobbens et al. (2007). An unied language for feature modeling
is needed and if this language is adopted our idea will remain valid but we may
have to hange the mapping from this new language to theory of diagnosis.
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